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Preface

It is my intention, in this little book, to record the genesis of
“haiku noir” as I use the term, and as a number of other poets
and critics have adopted it since 2001. Of course, others have
used the phrase, previously and variably. My adoption of the
term was to distinguish between haiku of the traditional variety
and haiku-like poems from the “dark side.” I used the term
informally in discussions about the limits of haiku on various
elists, including World Haiku Club’s Vanguard Haiku list and
my own Haiku Unchained list. 

The definition of haiku noir was published in the editorial policy
of my online journal of the same name: “Haiku Noir is a new
variety of the ancient poetic form, haiku. Haiku noirs exist at
the farthest end of the spectrum of subject matter, dealing with
that which is not generally considered to be proper subject
matter for the classical haiku; for example: tragedy, loss, sorrow,
depression, madness, terror, horror, anger, macabre humor,
anti-heroism, crime, passion, the underworld/sub-cultures,
squalor, eros, science fiction and fantasy.” 

That editorial policy made it very clear that “[w]e are developing
a new kind of haiku, not in the classical form, so the rules are
substantially simpler. For our editorial purposes, a ‘haiku noir’
is a tercet (3 line poem) in which the first and third lines are
from 1 to 5 syllables while the second line is from 1 to 7
syllables. Thus, the classic 17 syllable form (5-7-5) and the even
more popular English forms which use from about 10 to 14
syllables (e.g., 3-4-3, 4-5-2, 4-5-3, 4-5-4, 4-6-3, 4-6-4) are all
acceptable. There are no rules with respect to capitalization,
punctuation, use of complete sentences, fragments, phrases, or
clauses. However, excessive use of marks (e.g., !!!!! and & * # @
* &) is definitely frowned upon. There are no prohibitions with
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respect to metaphor, simile, rhyme, direct address, questioning,
etc.. There are no ‘season words,’ ‘cutting,’ or ‘juxtaposition’
requirements. In summary, the only form imperatives are that
the haiku noir must be a tercet with no more than 17 syllables,
distributed 5-7-5 or less.” 

In practice, I produced some haiku noir that did not meet even
these minimal criteria. One of mine has syllables distributed 2-2-
6, for example, and another, 2-4-4, for a mere ten syllables. Yet
another has 3-3-3 syllables for only nine total. The brevity of the
haiku noir and its “dark side” content are its primary identifying
characteristics.  By the way, the sequences of haiku noir in this
book include, in at least two cases, verses which are not haiku:
one is a crystalline, in “September 11th,” and the other is a tanka
in “Terror War.”

Our purpose in developing an essentially mutant form of haiku
was utilitarian: to provide an exceedingly brief, terse form for
poetry from the dark side. Again, the Haiku Noir editorial policy
specified that the: “poetic value of haiku noir is in
communicating complex and difficult material in the most brief
and crystallized poetic form, the haiku of seventeen or fewer
syllables. This necessarily entails using the most concrete
language in some instances and the most ambiguous and
suggestive language in other instances. This is a tremendous
poetic challenge and one of the great attractions of writing
haiku. Showing the beauty to be found on the dark side,
showing how our joy is rooted in sorrow, how our ecstasy is
found beyond pain, is another great challenge. The defining
purpose of the haiku noir is to create in the reader an emotional
response which falls at the darker end of the spectrum of
human experience. It is in this that haiku noirs are most
different from classical haiku.”
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It is my personal opinion that haiku noirs are not haiku in the
traditional meaning of the word. Rather, they are Western
poems, tercets, of great brevity and concision on dark topics.
The poets who write haiku noirs would do well to make a
careful study of traditional haiku for its ancient and profound
craftsmanship in literary and imagistic concision. Otherwise,
they are different genres of poetry. Just as it is (in my opinion,
anyway) a mistake to pass off haiku noirs as haiku, likewise it is
a mistake to appraise or judge haiku noirs by haiku criteria. The
sine qua non of haiku noirs is nothing other than their emotional
and mental impact. A haiku noir which does not have such
impact is a failure. 

I hope that you enjoy this small collection of my haiku noirs. 

— Denis M. Garrison 
     Baltimore, Maryland 
     February 2008

_________________
Notes:

The journal, Haiku Noir, which published two issues in 2001, is archived
online at http://www.modernenglishtankapress.com/haiku/haikunoir/ 

The print edition of Haiku Noir is within the larger compilation, Haiku
Harvest 2000–2006, available at bookstores and online at
http://www.lulu.com/content/873993 - ISBN: 978-0-6151-4797-0.
Publisher: Modern English Tanka Press.

More about crystallines (haiku couplets) may be read online at
http://www.modernenglishtankapress.com/crystalline/ 
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September 11th 
2001

blue sky sunny day— 
how is it the darkness lurks
on the horizon?
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sights before unseen
and sounds never heard before—  
new world born in flames
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The dead and missing, countless souls— 
not one—no, none!—will be forgotten.
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after the attacks
we deal with water damage— 
oh, so many tears!
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my missing legs, they 
put the lie to “phantom pain”—  
heart-piercing towers! 
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the sleeping giant
wakes from his bed of comfort 
and takes up his sword.
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riding the west wind
through smoky plumes, countless flags—  
dark Mars approaches





Haiku Noirs
2001–2003 
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back home after work— 
on my fresh-painted front door 
a bloody hand print 
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their promises are lies— 
there’s no one in the mirror 
again today 
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now at my arm’s end 
a gnarled and scaly claw— 
when did that happen? 
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peering from the street 
the mailman must know too much 
he’ll have to go too 
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this caveman rhythm 
our common pulse more needful 
than water or salt 
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driving home again 
after hours of one way talk 
suddenly, hot tears 
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roundness in my palm, 
silky smoothness drives my blood 
and, ah!, the rough spots 
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this ancient face 
lit by the eyes of a child— 
it’s time to shed 
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caught in wind-carved ice 
on this distant nameless peak: 
an empty Coke can 
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dug-in in Da Nang— 
studying history’s 
most ghastly lessons 
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T’aichung morning show— 
Chinese fighters dogfight 
over CCK   
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North Korean seas 
bow-spray rakes the flight deck crew—  
bone-cold and ice-strafed 
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flight of the Habu— 
reports of UFOs 
flood the base switchboard

Kadena, Okinawa 
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Hiroshima hellfire: 
could this crucible yet forge 
new katana? 
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etched in memories—  
in stone walls by the death light, 
red chrysanthemum
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decades later, 
night terrors still fester on 
moonless nights: round eyes! 
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stone still
on the church steps— 
no one’s son
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homeless no more— 
the soles of his shoes
white with frost
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yellow police tape
crackles in cold wind— 
patch of red ice
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mown roses
in this madman’s garden—
a hard rain
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ice-fisherman
frost-brittle line still
in pale fingers 
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dead-end alley
darker than vacant sky—
yowl of a cat
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40

zoo mothers
clutch their babies
both sides of bars 
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tank ruts
crisscross the field—
haiku from hell 
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your heat on my thigh
up from the depths
boiling springs 



Reflections on World War II
2005
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sixty years—
the half-life
of hatreds?
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the flames in
mother’s stove—that was
friendly fire
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harder to tell
friend from foe
through hot tears
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war poems
wrinkle noses—
written in blood
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millions of coffins
send up green shoots—
waiting to see the fruit
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silent night
on Bataan broken
the marching ghosts
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unnatural,
being survived by your
shadow
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sun to my back
I bow to shadows—
honoring the dead 
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ambitions
metastasized—
fatal to millions
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battlefield dead—
these red blooms gone
black by dusk
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this field of slaughter—
storm clouds! have you
tears enough for this?
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in triumph, in defeat—
broken parents, widowed wives,
orphans, curse war
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as these enemies
slay each other, at home 
their mothers pray
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above this blasted marsh
a flock circles once
and moves on south
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grenade in flight—
my enemy’s face
suddenly reminds me of . . . 
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after the shell blast—
a wet warmth . . . 
a spreading chill
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a boy who went to war
a year ago
a lifetime ago
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sixty years later
casualty estimates
near completion 
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war talk—
those who do not know
imagine glory   
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Katrina - 2005

deep moaning winds
floodwaters rising
the burial of dreams

watching the shelter tv
refugees from the new lagoons—  
wet sleeves

weep, gulf coast, weep— 
the sea wants to
take you home

the greatest world leaders— 
they look so tiny
in the eye of the storm 

Hurricane Katrina, USA Gulf Coast, 2005





Strange Days
2006
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hurricane
screaming in the streets
emergency sirens
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grieving son 
planes coffin boards from 
the widow-maker’s tree  
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speakers’ corner—  
park echoes with
the cries of loons  
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odd twins 
—only one looks like the other— 
searching for four-leaf clovers   
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zoo, with the kids . . . 
watching the deer—  
watching for predators  
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cardiac care unit— 
the blinking of lights . . . 
of lives    
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the crime scene tech 
finally . . .  
a gentle touch  
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the flies . . . 
the flies . . . 
will no one close my eyes?  
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The Haiku Box  - 2007

   haiku in a box
   on all six sides
   different labels

   deciphering labels
   twelve greybeard teachers
   each eminent somewhere

   haiku unread
   for twenty-four reasons
   the box unopened

   brush strokes faded
   after forty-eight years
   of hot debate

   an empty box
   a ninety-six degree day
   no end of hot wind
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Terror War 
2007

for half an instant
a monstrous peony blooms
above the bus stop
red-orange in pale blue sky
then the shock wave hits

I missed the bus—
now it flies
back at me

somewhere in the flames
cell phones ring
constantly
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black smoke lifts
streams of blood
mix in the gutter

a slim hand holds
a shopping list—
her bent ring

fatal weeds
huge fire blossoms
the flowers of death

blocks from the blast
drivers curse traffic
suddenly sirens
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the news turned off
time for comedy
no attacks here

morning paper
front page photo
my son . . . my son!

bomber’s funeral
mourners’ wild eyes when
a bus backfires  





Plus ça change,
plus c'est la même chose

2008 
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blue bowl sky 
how can you be silent
as battles rage 
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even in Eden 
the smoke of war 
drifts over meadows 
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returning soldier’s
downcast gaze— 
he’s seen too many eyes 
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wounded or not,  
each soldier leaves something 
in the killing fields 
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old warrior still in combat
some wounds take so long 
to kill
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rats in the ivy 
the dog’s faint snore 
insomnia 
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the hooker
spanks her son for free
men must pay 
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modern morals 
outrage the aging whore—  
such competition! 
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that moment again 
after the rum runs out 
the same dark thoughts 
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from the cypress limb
hangs six-foot of fraying rope 
the wind shifts again 
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ice storm
the glitter in
a killer’s eye  
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About the Poet

Denis M. Garrison was born in Iowa; he spent most of his childhood
in Japan and his youth in Europe, North Africa, and the western
Pacific. He has worn many hats in a varied life: sailor, airman,
mechanic, electrician, debt collector, sporting goods salesman, quality
control technician, boiler-room operator, bureaucrat, small
businessman, priest, poet, editor and publisher. Garrison now lives
near Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay with his lovely wife, Deborah. In the
1970s, Garrison edited Towson University’s literary magazine and
taught creative writing for Johns Hopkins University’s Free
University. His poetry is published in Poetry Scotland, Ribbons, Tangled
Hair, Nightingale, Eucalypt, Simply Haiku, Moonset, Wisteria, Roadrunner,
Trilopia, Verse Libre Quarterly, Stirring, World Haiku Review, Haiga Online,
and many others, and in his books, Eight Shades of Blue (haiku), Hidden
River (haiku), and Sailor in the Rain and Other Poems. He’s edited the
journals, Haiku Harvest, Ku Nouveau, Haiku Noir, Templar Phoenix,
Haiku Cycles, Gunpowder River Poetry, Amaze: The Cinquain Journal, and
Loch Raven Review. Together with Michael McClintock, Garrison has
edited the new wave tanka anthologies, The Five-Hole Flute, The
Dreaming Room, Landfall, and Streetlights. Garrison is the editor and
publisher of Modern English Tanka and publishes Modern Haiga and
Atlas Poetica, as well.
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